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Abstract: Electricity grids around the globe are evolving towards structures that seek to
provide dynamic control contributions from non-traditional, non-generation technologies. In
the United States, this trend is driven in part by elements of Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC)’s Order No. 890, regarding provision of regulation and frequency services
by non-generating resources, and reflected in such implementations as the ISO New England’s
Alternative Technology Regulation Pilot Program. In light of this trend, work here develops
control algorithms tailored to distributed energy storage units, seeking to use such units to
contribute to frequency regulation and to enhance stability of electromechanical modes in the
grid. It provides designs that respect saturation limits on power and energy delivery that will
be inherent in storage technologies such as batteries, while taking advantage of their capability
of varying power output at higher bandwidth than achieved by traditional generators’ governor
feedback. Key to the method is a distributed, “modal-focused” approach to feedback controller
construction. In particular, regulation and stability enhancement responsibility is spread among
the distributed controllers, with a given controller being designed to damp a small subset of the
system’s oscillatory electromechanical modes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Among the goals of the smart grid is that of allowing
load resources to contribute to grid control. This contrasts
with the traditional utility perspective, that tended to
treat load as an uncontrolled, exogenous input, and concentrated all control effort to balance load variation on
large-scale, central generators. As the grid comes to rely
more on alternative energy resources such as wind and
solar, the traditional utility view may come to be reversed:
(some) generators will contribute stochastically varying
power along with uncontrolled loads, while responsive load
is controlled to help compensate for this stochastic input,
and thereby regulate frequency. This goal will be facilitated by the growth of cost effective distributed storage
technologies, such as batteries, as these interface to the
grid at the substation and even consumer load level. Plug
hybrid electric vehicles have received the most notice as
harbingers of this distributed storage technology, but a
number of types of test installation for battery storage
are beginning to appear (LaMonica [2010]). Regulatory
recognition of this trend is reflected in actions by FERC
(Wellinghoff [2009]), in the ISO New England’s Alternative Technology Regulation Pilot Program(ISO New
England [2009]).
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The premise of the work here is that such use of distributed
storage for frequency regulation and grid stabilization will
require a new class of distributed control algorithms. The
performance of such control will be greatly enhanced if
the designs explicitly recognize the saturation limits on
power and energy delivery that are inherent in storage
technologies such as batteries, while taking advantage of
their capability of varying power output at higher bandwidth than achieved by traditional generators’ governor
feedback. Key to the design method will be a distributed,
“modal-focused” approach to local observer and feedback
controller construction, that is well-suited to the nature of
power grid electromechanical dynamics. In particular, regulation and stability enhancement responsibility is spread
among the distributed controllers, with a given local device
being designed to observe and damp a small subset of the
system’s oscillatory electromechanical modes.
2. THE LOW-HIGH GAIN DESIGN METHOD
The authors in Saberi [2000] have demonstrated an optimal control design method to form controller design in
the context of linear systems with elements subject to
input amplitude limits (e.g., actuator saturation). The
objective is output regulation in the face of disturbances
characterized by an exosystem, where the exosystem is
explicitly constructed as part of the overall model. In
many ways, this framework is particularly well suited to
the frequency regulation problem in the power systems
context, and allows treatment of power and energy limits
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that are critical to the successful incorporation of distributed energy storage technologies. We recall their “lowhigh gain” design method that yields a family of state
feedback gains, parameterized in a low gain parameter, ǫ,
and a high gain parameter, µ. Consider the linear system
ẋ = Ax + Bσ(u) + Ew w
(1)
ẇ = Sw
(2)
y = Cx + Dyw w
(3)
n
Equation (1) describes the plant with state x ∈ R and
control input u ∈ Rm , subject to the effect of an exogenous
disturbance represented by Ew w where w ∈ Rs is the
state of an exosystem. Equation (2) describes the state
space realization of the autonomous exosystem, typically
constructed to produce periodic disturbance signals (i.e., S
will typically be selected to have purely complex conjugate
pair eigenvalues representing the disturbance signals’ spectral content). The output is y ∈ Rp , and σ is a normalized
vector-valued saturation function defined as
σ(s) = [σ̄(s1 ), σ̄(s2 ), ..., σ̄(sm )]T
(4)
with
(
s if |s| ≤ 1
σ̄(s) = −1 if s < −1
1 if s > 1.
Because of the presence of the saturation function, σ, the
system is non-linear. If all the eigenvalues of A lie in the
closed left-half plane and the pair (A, B) is stabilizable,
then one may consider a linear state feedback, designed
by solving the algebraic Riccati equation
Pǫ A + AT Pǫ − Pǫ BB T Pǫ + Qǫ = 0
(5)
n×n
where, Q : (0, 1] → R
is a continuously differentiable
ǫ
matrix-valued function such that Qǫ > 0, dQ
dǫ > 0 for
any ǫ ∈ (0, 1], and limǫ→0 Qǫ = 0. The solution to
(5) is a unique positive definite Pǫ that is continuously
differentiable with respect to ǫ, is monotonically increasing
with ǫ, and limǫ→0 Pǫ = 0.
Then, the state feedback gain matrix Fµ,ǫ is given by
Fµ,ǫ = −(µ + 1)B T Pǫ

(6)

where,
µ is the high gain control parameter,
ǫ is the low gain parameter.
The feedback control law is given by
u = Fµ,ǫ x + [Γ − Fµ,ǫ Π]w
(7)
Feedback using Fµ,ǫ yields an asymptotically stable undisturbed system for any ǫ ∈ (0, 1]. As sufficient conditions
to ensure regulation in the presence of the exosystem’s
disturbance signal, w, there should exist matrices Π and
Γ that solve the regulator equation
ΠS = AΠ + BΓ + Ew
(8)
0 = CΠ
(9)
Moreover, for any allowable initial condition on the exosystem, there must exist a δ > 0 and a time T ≥ 0
such that ||Γw||∞,T ≤ 1 − δ. For the class of exosystem
to be employed here, that is simply a set of undamped
second order oscillators with integer multiple frequencies
(i.e., basis functions for a truncated Fourier representation
of a periodic disturbance signal), the set of allowable initial
conditions on the exosystem state can be taken simply as a
norm ball. In this scenario, the condition ||Γw||∞,T ≤ 1−δ
is guaranteed satisfiable if a sufficiently small norm ball
of initial conditions is selected; i.e., the magnitude of the
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disturbance signal is controlled by the size of its initial
condition set. Hence, one intuitive measure of the quality
of the control design here can be judged as follows: how
large a disturbance magnitude can the system regulate,
without exceeding the saturation limits on the actuators.
Note that the regulator equation to identify Γ and Π above
can be solved using standard techniques for linear matrix
equations.
Following the philosophy of Saberi [2000]’s low-high gain
method, in Baone [2010] we offer a further enhancement
to more fully utilize the available control power when one
has actuators of differing saturation limits and bandwidth.
In particular, in this paper two classes of actuators are
considered: one for which the actuators have broad saturation limits but low bandwidth (conventional governor
control systems) and other for which the actuators have
low saturation limits but high bandwidth (batteries). A
modal co-ordinate system is adopted, and control effort is
reserved for a subset of system modes. In practical terms,
this subset of modes of concern correspond to lightly
damped electromechanical modes likely to be excited by
the disturbance signal. This modal partitioning also allows
the complementary nature of saturation limits and bandwidth limits of actuators to be better exploited.
The input channels can be partitioned according to the
bandwidth of the corresponding actuators. Let p1 be
the input channels that consist of the high bandwidth
actuators, and p2 be those consisting of the low bandwidth
actuators. Let Anet , Bnet , Cnet denote the state space
representation of the system (including the power system
and the actuators). The details follow in the next section.
To partition the Qǫ matrix consistent with the partitioned
input channels, the system is transformed into its modal
co-ordinates. The transformation square matrix P −1 is
formed, such that every real eigenvector, qi , of the matrix
Anet forms a column of P −1 and every complex eigenvector
of Anet , qj , results in two columns of P −1 such that one
column is the real part of qj and the other column is the
imaginary part of qj . The state matrix in the modal coordinate frame is given by
Anet = P Anet P −1
The matrix Anet thus formed has all the real eigenvalues
of Anet on the diagonal, and each of the complex eigenvalues result in blocks of size 2 × 2 with the real part of
the eigenvalues on the diagonal and the imaginary part
appearing as skew symmetric terms on the off-diagonal.
The modal degrees of controllability with respect to each
of the input channels are of interest, so that the states can
be partitioned according to the corresponding partitions of
input channels. For each input channel, i, and each mode
of the system, k, the scalar, mi,k , given by,
mi,k = |wTk bi |
(10)
is formed. Where, wk is the normalized left eigenvector
of Anet in the modal form corresponding to the mode k
(||wk || = 1), bi is the ith column of Bnet in the modal form.
This gives blocks of 2 states which are most controllable
for each of the input channels.
Using this information, the corresponding diagonal blocks
of the Qǫ matrix parameterized in two different ǫ’s can be
partitioned. The ǫ’s are chosen such that a higher value
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of ǫ is chosen for the blocks corresponding to the higher
bandwidth input channels.
3. THE SYSTEM MODEL
In this section the state space model of the system is developed. The system consists of three components: the electric
power network, the actuators (energy storage devices and
governor control systems), and the exosystem (to model
load variations). We describe briefly the construction of
each of these components and then form the net system
model.
3.1 Modeling Load Variations
The frequency regulation problem in the power grid is
fundamentally tasked with maintaining area wide power
balance, which is then reflected in the degree to which
frequency is regulated to the desired 60 or 50 Hz set-point.
In the power systems context, this control objective is
partitioned across several time scales, the fastest of which
is termed “primary” frequency control. Hence, on this
“primary” time scale, the key disturbance signal of interest
is the fast variation in load (perhaps 100’s of milliseconds
to 10’s of seconds), about its longer term and more
predictable diurnal variation. In general, one would seek
to characterize the spectral content of the load variation
of interest, and reproduce this spectrum in the frequencies
of the imaginary eigenvalues of the matrix S. Here the
exosystem is constructed with state matrix S, governing
the dynamics of the exosystem according to (2), chosen
such that it has purely imaginary pairs of eigenvalues.
With an appropriate choice of initial conditions, w0 , this
unforced system produces an output that approximates a
periodic square wave can be constructed. More specifically,
a S matrix of size 10 × 10, given by


0 1
−1 0



0 3




−3 0
 ∗ ωs
S=


..


.



0 9 
−9 0
is chosen, where, ωs is the frequency of the periodic square
wave. For the specific initial conditions of
T

w0 = 0.02 ∗ [0 1 0 1 · · · 0 1 ]
direct calculation confirms that w(t) trajectories will contain sinusoids at ωs and its odd harmonics to order 9,
with the amplitude of w(t) equal to 0.02 (indicating that
load variations with an amplitude of 0.02 are considered
here). The matrix Ew is chosen such that each row, Ewi .,
corresponding to each varying load, i, is of the form,


Ewi . = 11 0 31 0 · · · 19 0 .
The remaining rows of Ew are set to zero, so that the
periodic square wave affects only the varying loads.
3.2 The IEEE 14 Bus Test System
The IEEE 14 bus test system represents a 14 bus power
system with 5 generator buses and 9 load buses. Buses
numbered 1, 2, 3, 6 and 8 represent the generator buses.
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The other buses represent the load buses. The state space
formulation of this system is assembled as follows.
The electromechanical behavior of each of the generators
in the system can be captured by standard swing equation
models Bergen [2000]. The frequency, ω, and the angle, δ,
are related by definition
∆δ̇ = ∆ω
(11)
The differential equation governing the dynamics of the
generator, the swing equation, is given by
M ∆ω̇ = Pm − Pe − D∆ω
(12)
where,
M - rotational inertia of the generator,
D - damping constant,
Pm - mechanical shaft power input to the generator,
Pe - electrical power output of the generator.
Pe must also balance the power absorbed by the rest
of the network at the generator bus and is related to
the other network variables through the standard power
flow equations. The loads in the network are modeled
according to the standard structure preserving dynamic
model presented in Bergen [1981]. The network equations
are inherently non-linear in nature. As is typical in power
systems practice, the feedback control design is based on
a linearization about the operating point.
A state space model of the linearized 14 bus system with
the ∆ω’s and ∆δ’s of each of the generators, ∆δ’s of each
of the loads as states is formed. The inputs to the system
are the mechanical input powers, Pm , for the generating
units, and the load variations. A state space representation
of the system similar to the one described by (1) and (3)
can be formed.
3.3 Modeling of Actuators
The actuators considered for this problem lie in two
distinct classes: the batteries that have high bandwidth
but low saturation limits, and the governor control systems
at the synchronous generators’ locations that have low
bandwidth but high saturation limits. The modeling of
these actuators is described below.
Batteries A 2-capacitance model presented in Johnson
[2000] is considered here to represent lithium-ion batteries
that might be typical in hybrid electric vehicles. The model
is a second order R-C circuit model, such that it behaves
like a high pass filter, thereby limiting the DC gain to a
very small value.
Governor control systems The governor control systems
at each of the generator locations can be modeled according to standard nested first order low pass filters. Standard
transfer functions for such systems from Bergen [2000] are
adopted in this paper.
The overall state space model composed of the actuators
and the 14 bus test system (plant) is formed as follows.
The states of the net system are given by


∆xact
∆xnet =
(13)
∆x
The state equations defining the actuators are
∆ẋact = Aact ∆xact + Bact ∆uact
(14)
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battery channels, p1 , the norm of the control signals is
much less than that for the governor channels, p2 . The
average values of ||∆e1 (t)|| and ||∆e2 (t)|| are 6.8 × 10−7
and 7.6 × 10−5 respectively. The ratio of these average
values is 112. The power system is required to operate at

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the system.
shown in Fig. 1. Thus
∆e = Cact ∆xact + Dact ∆uact
(16)
The resulting system consists of 33 states (14 actuator
states, 19 power network states) and is given by
∆ẋnet = Anet ∆xnet + Bnet ∆u + Ew ∆w
(17)
∆y = Cnet ∆xnet
(18)
where


Aact
0
(19)
Anet =
BCact A


Bact
Bnet =
(20)
BDact
Cnet = [DCact

C ]

||∆ Actuator Outputs||

||∆ Actuator Outputs||

∆yact = Cact ∆xact + Dact ∆uact
(15)
The input to the plant is the output of the actuators as
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Fig. 3. Actuator signals – nominal case.
a single common frequency in equilibrium. It is therefore
useful to examine a weighted sum of all the generator
frequencies to see the effect of the controller on system
frequency. Consider the weighted sum
5
X
(∆yi Hi )
∆yout =

i=1

5
X

(22)

Hi

i=1

Where, Hi is the inertia of the generator i in seconds. The
resulting plot of this output is shown in Fig. 4. To illustrate
−4
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A scenario where the loads at buses numbered 4 and 5
vary periodically, as shown in Fig. 2, is considered. The
batteries are connected at the load buses numbered 10
and 14. The governor control systems are connected at
all the generator buses (buses numbered 1, 2, 3, 6 and
8). Then, the low-high gain design method is applied
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Fig. 4. Weighted output – nominal case.
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Fig. 2. Load variation.
to this case. Denoting p1 as the set of channels with
high bandwidth (batteries) and p2 as the set with lower
bandwidths (governors). Let ∆e1 (t) and ∆e2 (t) represent
the control power signals for each of these partitioned
channels p1 and p2 respectively. Choosing ǫ1 = 1 × 10−6
and ǫ2 = 1 × 10−1 , the quantities ||∆e1 (t)|| and ||∆e2 (t)||
can be examined for the corresponding partitions (call this
the nominal case). From Fig. 3 it can be seen that for the
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the effectiveness of this control method, we show the
performance of the open loop system (i.e., the system with
the IEEE 14 bus test system and actuators, but without
the state feedback). We assume that the saturation limit
on the output power of the batteries is quite small, at
1.5 × 10−5 p.u., relative to the IEEE 14 bus system’s base
of 100 MVA. Furthermore, in order to illustrate a scenario
where the output powers could go beyond the saturation
limits, the amplitude of load variation is increased from
0.02 to 0.3. Then, for the open loop system, the resulting
battery output signals, ∆e11 (t) and ∆e12 (t), are shown in
Fig. 5. It is clear from the figure that in certain intervals
of time, the battery signals reach the saturation limit.
The resulting ||∆e1 (t)|| and ||∆e2 (t)|| are shown in Fig.
6. It can be seen that in order to regulate the frequency
changes due to this larger amplitude of load variation, the

governors have to operate at a very fast rate and this may
not be practically feasible. The resulting output is shown
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in Fig. 7 below. Next, the low-high gain method is applied
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Fig. 10. Actuator signals – avoiding saturation.
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to this scenario, with the same ǫ1 , ǫ2 values as earlier.
The resulting ||∆e1 (t)|| and ||∆e2 (t)|| are shown in Fig. 8.
From the figure it can be seen that the battery channels
reach saturation limits during certain time intervals. The
resulting output is shown in Fig. 9. In order to ensure
that the batteries always operate in their linear regions
of operation, the low gain design parameters ǫ1 , ǫ2 can
be changed. Choosing ǫ1 = 1 × 10−5 and ǫ2 = 1 × 10−1 ,
the resulting ||∆e1 (t)|| and ||∆e2 (t)|| are shown in Fig. 10.
From Fig. 10 it can be seen that the low-high gain design
method results in the batteries operating in their linear
regions of operation. The resulting output is shown in Fig.
11 below. The individual battery output signals, ∆e11 (t)
and ∆e12 (t), for the above two cases are shown in Figs. 12
and 13 respectively.
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Fig. 7. Weighted output – open loop case.
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Fig. 11. Weighted output – avoiding saturation.
Next, we demonstrate a distributed, observer-based implementation of the control scheme, the details of which
are presented in Baone [2010]. This scheme utilizes a
small subset of available phasor measurement unit (PMU)
signals to form estimates of the system states that are
then fed to each of the local controllers. In particular,
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achieved in traditional generators’ governor. As shown
in the illustrative example of this paper, this brings the
added benefit of lessening high frequency variation in the
governor action of traditional machines. Key to the design method is a distributed, “modal-focused” approach,
that allows construction of controllers that target their
action in a fashion well-suited to the nature of power
grid electromechanical dynamics. In particular, regulation
and stability enhancement responsibility is spread among
the distributed actuators, with a given local device being
designed to contribute to damping a small subset of the
system’s oscillatory electromechanical modes. The efficacy
of the design method was illustrated in a model of the
IEEE 14 bus test system.
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Fig. 14. Actuator signals – observer-based scheme.
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Fig. 13. Battery output signals – avoiding saturation.
we have observer/controller pairs at each of the actuator
locations, i.e., at each of the governor control locations and
each of the battery locations. This approach overcomes
the limitations of traditional centralized control, where
large communication bandwidth is required for exchanging
information between various sub-systems. For the IEEE
14 bus test system considered in this work, we look at
performance for different sets of measurement signals that
would come closest to the full state feedback scheme. A
choice of signals where each of the generator bus observers
utilize local generator frequency and angle measurement
signals, while each of the battery bus observers utilize
one remote PMU signal of a generator frequency results
in the best performance for a scheme that utilizes a
small subset of available PMU measurement signals. The
resulting ||∆e1 (t)|| and ||∆e2 (t)|| are shown in Fig. 14.
Comparing Fig. 14 with Fig. 3, it can be seen that the
observer-based control scheme performs satisfactorily in
terms of sharing the control effort between the two classes
of actuators. A more detailed investigation into optimizing
the performance of the observer-based scheme will be a
topic of future work.
5. CONCLUSION
By adapting the saturation accommodating low-high gain
design technique of Saberi [2000] this work has demonstrated a control design methodology suited to the special
characteristics presented by distributed storage technologies in electric grid frequency regulation and electromechanical stabilization. The control method explicitly recognizes the saturation limits on power and energy delivery that are inherent in storage technologies such as
batteries, while taking advantage of the capability of such
technology to exercise higher bandwidth regulation than
506
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